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In the field of artificial intelligence, a combination of scale in data
and model capacity enabled by unsupervised learning has led to
major advances in representation learning and statistical genera-
tion. In the life sciences, the anticipated growth of sequencing
promises unprecedented data on natural sequence diversity. Pro-
tein language modeling at the scale of evolution is a logical step
toward predictive and generative artificial intelligence for biology.
To this end, we use unsupervised learning to train a deep contextual
language model on 86 billion amino acids across 250 million protein
sequences spanning evolutionary diversity. The resulting model
contains information about biological properties in its representa-
tions. The representations are learned from sequence data alone.
The learned representation space has a multiscale organization
reflecting structure from the level of biochemical properties of
amino acids to remote homology of proteins. Information about
secondary and tertiary structure is encoded in the representations
and can be identified by linear projections. Representation learning
produces features that generalize across a range of applications,
enabling state-of-the-art supervised prediction of mutational effect
and secondary structure and improving state-of-the-art features for
long-range contact prediction.

generative biology | representation learning | protein language model |
deep learning | synthetic biology

Growth in the number of protein sequences in public databases
has followed an exponential trend over decades, creating a

deep view into the breadth and diversity of protein sequences
across life. These data are a promising ground for studying pre-
dictive and generative models for biology using artificial intelli-
gence. Our focus here will be to fit a single model to many diverse
sequences from across evolution. Accordingly we study high-
capacity neural networks, investigating what can be learned about
the biology of proteins from modeling evolutionary data at scale.
The idea that biological function and structure are recorded in

the statistics of protein sequences selected through evolution has
a long history (1–3). Out of the possible random perturbations to
a sequence, evolution is biased toward selecting those that are
consistent with fitness (4). The unobserved variables that de-
termine a protein’s fitness, such as structure, function, and sta-
bility, leave a record in the distribution of observed natural
sequences (4).
Unlocking the information encoded in protein sequence

variation is a longstanding problem in biology. An analogous
problem in the field of artificial intelligence is natural language
understanding, where the distributional hypothesis posits that a
word’s semantics can be derived from the contexts in which it
appears (5).
Recently, techniques based on self-supervision, a form of un-

supervised learning in which context within the text is used to
predict missing words, have been shown to materialize repre-
sentations of word meaning that can generalize across natural
language tasks (6–9). The ability to learn such representations
improves significantly with larger training datasets (10, 11).

Protein sequences result from a process greatly dissimilar to
natural language. It is uncertain whether the models and ob-
jective functions effective for natural language transfer across
differences between the domains. We explore this question by
training high-capacity Transformer language models on evolu-
tionary data. We investigate the resulting unsupervised repre-
sentations for the presence of biological organizing principles
and information about intrinsic biological properties. We find
metric structure in the representation space that accords with
organizing principles at scales from physicochemical to remote
homology. We also find that secondary and tertiary protein
structure can be identified in representations. The structural
properties captured by the representations generalize across
folds. We apply the representations to a range of prediction tasks
and find that they improve state-of-art features across the
applications.

Background
Sequence alignment and search is a standard basis for compar-
ative and statistical analysis of biological sequence data (12–15).
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Search across large databases containing evolutionary diversity
assembles related sequences into a multiple sequence alignment
(MSA). Within sequence families, mutational patterns convey
information about functional sites, stability, tertiary contacts, bind-
ing, and other properties (2–4). Conserved sites correlate with
functional and structural importance (2). Local biochemical and
structural contexts are reflected in preferences for distinct classes
of amino acids (16). Covarying mutations have been associated
with function, tertiary contacts, and binding (4).
The prospect of inferring biological structure and function

from evolutionary statistics has motivated development of ma-
chine learning on individual sequence families. Direct coupling
analysis (17–19) infers constraints on the structure of a protein
by fitting a generative model in the form of a Markov random
field (MRF) to the sequences in the protein’s MSA. Various
methods have been developed to fit the MRF (20–23). The ap-
proach can also be used to infer functional constraints (24, 25),
and the generative picture can be extended to include latent
variables (26).
Recently, self-supervision has emerged as a core direction in

artificial intelligence research. Unlike supervised learning, which
requires manual annotation of each datapoint, self-supervised
methods use unlabeled datasets and therefore can exploit far
larger amounts of data. Self-supervised learning uses proxy tasks
for training such as predicting the next word in a sentence given
all previous words (8, 9, 11, 27, 28) or predicting words that have
been masked from their context (6, 29).
Increasing the dataset size and the model capacity has shown

improvements in the learned representations. In recent work,
self-supervision methods used in conjunction with large data
and high-capacity models produced new state-of-the-art results
approaching human performance on various question answering
and semantic reasoning benchmarks (6) and coherent natural
text generation (11).
This paper explores self-supervised language modeling ap-

proaches that have demonstrated state-of-the-art performance
on a range of natural language processing tasks, applying them to
protein data in the form of unlabeled amino acid sequences.
Since protein sequences use a small vocabulary of 20 canonical
elements, the modeling problem is more similar to character-
level language models (30, 31) than word-level models. Like nat-
ural language, protein sequences also contain long-range depen-
dencies, motivating use of architectures that detect and model
distant context (32).

Scaling Language Models to 250 Million Diverse Protein
Sequences
Large protein sequence databases contain diverse sequences
sampled across life. In our experiments, we explore datasets with
up to 250 million sequences of the UniParc database (33), which
has 86 billion amino acids. These data are comparable in size to
large text datasets that are being used to train high-capacity
neural network architectures on natural language (6, 11). To
model the data of evolution with fidelity, neural network archi-
tectures must have capacity and inductive biases to represent its
breadth and diversity.
We investigate the Transformer (32), which has emerged as a

powerful general purpose model architecture for representation
learning and generative modeling, outperforming recurrent and
convolutional architectures in natural language settings. We use
a deep Transformer (6), taking as input amino acid character
sequences.
The Transformer processes inputs through a series of blocks

that alternate self-attention with feed-forward connections. Self-
attention allows the network to build up complex representations
that incorporate context from across the sequence. Since self-
attention explicitly constructs pairwise interactions between all

positions in the sequence, the Transformer architecture directly
represents residue–residue interactions.
We train models using the masked language modeling objec-

tive (6). Each input sequence is corrupted by replacing a frac-
tion of the amino acids with a special mask token. The network
is trained to predict the missing tokens from the corrupted
sequence:

ℒMLM = Ex∼XEM∑
i∈M

− logp(xi
⃒⃒
x=M) . [1]

For each sequence x, we sample a set of indices M to mask,
replacing the true token at each index i with the mask token.
For each masked token, we independently minimize the negative
log likelihood of the true amino acid xi given the masked sequence
x=M as context. Intuitively, to make a prediction for a masked
position, the model must identify dependencies between the
masked site and the unmasked parts of the sequence.

Evaluation of Language Models. We begin by training a series of
Transformers on all the sequences in UniParc (33), holding out a
random sample of 1 M sequences for validation. We use these
models throughout to investigate properties of the representa-
tions and the information learned during pretraining.
To comparatively evaluate generalization performance of

different language models, we use UniRef50 (34), a clustering of
UniParc at 50% sequence identity. For evaluation, a held-out set
of 10% of the UniRef50 clusters is randomly sampled. The
evaluation dataset consists of the representative sequences of
these clusters. All sequences belonging to the held-out clusters
are removed from the pretraining datasets.
We explore the effect of the underlying sequence diversity in

the pretraining data. Clustering UniParc shows a power law dis-
tribution of cluster sizes (35), implying the majority of sequences
belong to a small fraction of clusters. Training using a clustering of
the sequences results in a reweighting of the masked language
modeling loss toward a more diverse set of sequences. We use
UniRef (34) to create three pretraining datasets with differing
levels of diversity: 1) the low-diversity dataset (UR100) uses the
UniRef100 representative sequences, 2) the high-diversity sparse
dataset (UR50/S) uses the UniRef50 representative sequences,
and 3) the high-diversity dense dataset (UR50/D) samples the
UniRef100 sequences evenly across the UniRef50 clusters.
Table 1 presents modeling performance on the held-out

UniRef50 sequences across a series of experiments exploring
different model classes, number of parameters, and pretraining
datasets. Models are compared using the exponentiated cross
entropy (ECE) metric, which is the exponential of the model’s
loss averaged per token. In the case of the Transformer, this is
2ℒMLM . ECE describes the mean uncertainty of the model among
its set of options for every prediction: ranging from one for an
ideal model to 25 (the number of unique amino acid tokens in
the data) for a completely random prediction. To measure the
difficulty of generalization to the evaluation set, we train a series
of n-gram models across a range of context lengths and settings
of Laplace smoothing on UR50/S. The best n-gram model has an
ECE of 17.18 with context size of four.
As a baseline, we train recurrent long short-term memory

(LSTM) bidirectional language models (9), which are state of the
art for recurrent models in the text domain. Unlike standard
left-to-right autoregressive LSTMs, these models use the whole
sequence context, making them comparable to the Transformers
we study. We evaluate a small model with ∼25 M parameters and
a large model with ∼113 M parameters. Trained on the UR50/S
dataset, the small and large LSTM models have an ECE of 14.4
and 13.5, respectively.
We also train two small Transformers, a 12-layer (85.1 M

parameters) and six-layer Transformer (42.6 M parameters) on
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the UR50/S dataset. Both Transformer models have better ECE
values (10.45 and 11.79, respectively) than the small and large
LSTM models, despite the large LSTM having more parameters.
These results show the Transformer enables higher fidelity model-
ing of protein sequences for a comparable number of parameters.
We train high-capacity 34-layer Transformers (approximately

670 M parameters) across the three datasets of differing diver-
sity. The high-capacity Transformer model trained on the UR50/
S dataset outperforms the smaller Transformers, indicating an
improvement in language modeling with increasing model ca-
pacity. Transformers trained on the two high-diversity datasets,
UR50/S and UR50/D, improve generalization over the UR100
low-diversity dataset. The best Transformer trained on the most
diverse and dense dataset reaches an ECE of 8.46, meaning that
intuitively, the model is choosing among ∼8.46 amino acids for
each prediction.
We also train a series of 34-layer Transformer models on 0.1,

1, and 10% of the UR50/S dataset, seeing the expected rela-
tionship between increased data and improved generalization
performance. Underfitting is observed even for the largest models
trained on 100% of UR50/S, suggesting potential for additional
improvements with higher capacity models.

ESM-1b Transformer. Finally, we perform a systematic optimiza-
tion of model hyperparameters on 100 M parameter models to
identify a robust set of hyperparameters. The hyperparameter
search is described in detail in SI Appendix, section B. We scale the
hyperparameters identified by this search to train a model with
∼650 M parameters (33 layers) on the UR50/S dataset, resulting
in the ESM-1b Transformer.

Multiscale Organization in Sequence Representations
The variation observed in large protein sequence datasets is
influenced by processes at many scales, including properties that
affect fitness directly, such as activity, stability, structure, binding,
and other properties under selection (25, 36) as well as by con-
tributions from phylogenetic bias (37), experimental and

selection biases (38, 39), and sources of noise such as random
genetic drift (40).
Unsupervised learning may encode underlying factors that,

while unobserved, are useful for explaining the variation in se-
quences seen by the model during pretraining. We investigate
the representation space of the network at multiple scales from
biochemical to evolutionary homology to look for signatures of
biological organization.
Neural networks contain inductive biases that impart structure

to representations. Randomly initialized networks can produce
features that perform well without any learning (41). To un-
derstand how the process of learning shapes the representations,
it is necessary to compare representations before and after they
have been trained. Furthermore, a basic level of intrinsic orga-
nization is expected in the sequence data itself as a result of
biases in amino acid composition. To disentangle the role of
frequency bias in the data we also compare against a baseline
that maps each sequence to a vector of normalized amino acid
counts.

Learning Encodes Biochemical Properties. The Transformer neural
network represents the identity of each amino acid in its input
and output embeddings. The input embeddings project the input
amino acid tokens into the first Transformer block. The output
embeddings project the final hidden representations back to
logarithmic probabilities. The interchangeability of amino acids
within a given structural or functional context in a protein de-
pends on their biochemical properties (36). Self-supervision can
be expected to capture these patterns to build a representation
space that reflects biochemical knowledge.
To investigate if the network has learned to encode physico-

chemical properties in its representations, we project the weight
matrix of the final embedding layer of the network into two di-
mensions with t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding
(t-SNE) (42). In Fig. 1, the structure of the embedding space
reflects biochemical interchangeability with distinct clustering of
hydrophobic and polar residues, aromatic amino acids, and or-
ganization by molecular weight and charge.

Biological Variations Are Encoded in Representation Space. Each
protein can be represented as a single vector by averaging across
the hidden representation at each position in its sequence.
Protein embeddings represent sequences as points in a high di-
mensional space. Each sequence is represented as a single point,
and sequences assigned to similar representations by the network
are mapped to nearby points. We investigate how homologous
genes are represented in this space.

Table 1. Evaluation of language models for generalization to
held-out UniRef50 clusters

Model Params Training ECE

(a) Oracle 1
Uniform Random 25

(b) n-gram 4-gram UR50/S 17.18
(c) LSTM Small 28.4 M UR50/S 14.42

LSTM Large 113.4 M UR50/S 13.54
(d) Transformer 6-layer 42.6 M UR50/S 11.79

Transformer 12-layer 85.1 M UR50/S 10.45
(e) Transformer 34-layer 669.2 M UR100 10.32

Transformer 34-layer 669.2 M UR50/S 8.54
Transformer 34-layer 669.2 M UR50/D 8.46

(f) Transformer 10% data 669.2 M UR50/S 10.99
Transformer 1% data 669.2 M UR50/S 15.01
Transformer 0.1% data 669.2 M UR50/S 17.50

(a) ECE ranges from 25 for a random model to 1 for a perfect model. (b)
Best n-gram model across range of context sizes and Laplace smoothing
settings. (c) State-of-the-art LSTM bidirectional language models (9). (d)
Transformer model baselines with 6 and 12 layers. Small Transformer models
have better performance than LSTMs despite having fewer parameters. (e)
Transformers that are 34-layer models are trained on datasets of differing
sequence diversity. Increasing the diversity of the training set improves gen-
eralization. High-capacity Transformer models outperform LSTMs and
smaller Transformers. (f) Transformers that are 34-layer models are trained
on reduced fractions of data. Increasing training data improves
generalization.

Fig. 1. Biochemical properties of amino acids are represented in the Trans-
former model’s output embeddings, visualized here with t-SNE. Through un-
supervised learning, residues are clustered into hydrophobic, polar, and
aromatic groups and reflect overall organization by molecular weight and
charge. Visualization of 36-layer Transformer trained on UniParc.
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The structure and function of orthologous genes are likely to
be retained despite divergence of their sequences (43). We find
in Fig. 2A that training shapes the representation space so that
orthologous genes are clustered. Fig. 2A shows a two-dimensional
projection of the model’s representation space using t-SNE. Prior
to training, the organization of orthologous proteins in the model’s
representation space is diffuse. Orthologous genes are clustered in
the learned representation space.
We examine whether unsupervised learning encodes biological

variations into the structure of the representation space. We
apply principal component analysis (PCA) to recover principal
directions of variation in the representations, selecting four orthol-
ogous genes across four species to look for directions of variation.
Fig. 2B indicates that linear dimensionality reduction recovers spe-
cies and orthology as primary axes of variation in the representation
space after training. This form of structure is absent from the rep-
resentations prior to training.
To quantitatively investigate the structure of the representa-

tion space, we assess nearest neighbor recovery under vector
similarity queries. If biological properties are encoded along inde-
pendent directions in the representation space, then proteins cor-
responding with a unique biological variation are related by linear
vector arithmetic. In SI Appendix, Fig. S1, we find that learning
improves recovery of target proteins under queries encoded as
linear transformations along the species or gene axes.

Learning Encodes Remote Homology. Remotely homologous pro-
teins have underlying structural similarity despite divergence of
their sequences. If structural homology is encoded in the metric
structure of the representation space, then the distance between
proteins reflects their degree of structural relatedness.
We investigate whether the representation space enables de-

tection of remote homology at the superfamily (proteins that
belong to different families but are in the same superfamily) and
fold (proteins that belong to different superfamilies but have the
same fold) level. We construct a dataset to evaluate remote
homology detection using SCOPe (Structural Classification of
Proteins—extended) (44). Following standard practices (45), we

exclude Rossmann-like folds (c.2 to c.5, c.27 and 28, c.30 and 31)
and four- to eight-bladed β-propellers (b.66 to b.70).
An unsupervised classifier on distance from the query mea-

sures the density of homologous proteins in the neighborhood of
a query sequence. For each domain, a vector similarity query is
performed against all other domains, ranking them by distance to
the query domain. For evaluation at the fold level, any domain
with the same fold is a positive, any domain with a different fold
is a negative, and domains belonging to the same superfamily are
excluded. For evaluation at the superfamily level, any domain
with the same superfamily is a positive, any domain with a dif-
ferent superfamily is a negative, and domains belonging to the same
family are excluded. We report the area under the ROC curve
(AUC) for the classifier and Hit-10 (46), which gives the probability
of recovering a remote homolog in the 10 highest ranked results.
Table 2 indicates that vector nearest neighbor queries using

the representations can detect remote homologs that are distant
at the fold level with similar performance to HHblits (15), a
state-of-the-art hidden Markov model (HMM) based method. At
the superfamily level, where sequence similarity is higher, HMM
performance is better, but Transformer embeddings are close.
Fast vector nearest neighbor finding methods allow billions of
sequences to be searched for similarity to a query protein within
milliseconds (47).

Learning Encodes Alignment within a Protein Family. An MSA iden-
tifies corresponding sites across a family of related sequences (23).
These correspondences give a picture of evolutionary variation at
different sites within the sequence family. The model receives as
input individual sequences and is given no access to the family of
related sequences except via learning. We investigate whether the
final hidden representations of a sequence encode information
about the family it belongs to.
Family information could appear in the network through as-

signment of similar representations to positions in different se-
quences that are aligned in the family’s MSA. Using the collection
of MSAs of structurally related sequences in Pfam (48), we
compare the distribution of cosine similarities of representations
between pairs of residues that are aligned in the family’s MSA to a

B

A

Fig. 2. Protein sequence representations encode and organize biological variations. (A) Each point represents a gene, and each gene is colored by the
orthologous group it belongs to (dimensionality is reduced by t-SNE). Orthologous groups of genes are densely clustered in the trained representation space.
By contrast, the untrained representation space and unigram representations do not reflect strong organization by evolutionary relationships. (B) Genes
corresponding to a common biological variation are related linearly in the trained representation space. Genes are colored by their orthologous group, and
their species are indicated by a character label. PCA recovers a species axis (horizontal) and orthology axis (vertical) in the trained representation space but not
in the untrained or unigram spaces. Representations are from the 36-layer Transformer model trained on UniParc.
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background distribution of cosine similarities between unaligned
pairs of residues. A large difference between the aligned and un-
aligned distributions implies that the representations use shared
features for related sites within all the sequences of the family.
Fig. 3A depicts the distribution of cosine similarity values be-

tween aligned and unaligned positions within a representative
family for the trained model and baselines. Unsupervised learning
produces a marked shift between the distributions of aligned and
unaligned pairs. Fig. 3 B and C indicate that these trends hold
under the constraints that the residue pairs (1) share the same
amino acid identity or (2) have different amino acid identities.
We estimate differences between the aligned and unaligned

distributions across 128 Pfam families using AUC as a metric of
discriminative power between aligned and unaligned pairs. SI
Appendix, Table S1 shows a quantitative improvement in average
AUC after unsupervised training, supporting the idea that self-
supervision encodes information about the MSA of a sequence
into its representation of the sequence.

Prediction of Secondary Structure and Tertiary Contacts
There is reason to believe that unsupervised learning will cause
the model’s representations to contain structural information.

The underlying structure of a protein is a hidden variable that
influences the patterns observed in sequence data. For example,
local sequence variation depends on secondary structure (16),
and tertiary structure introduces higher order dependencies in
the choices of amino acids at different sites within a protein (49,
50). While the model cannot observe protein structure directly, it
observes patterns in the sequences of its training data that are
determined by structure. In principle, the network could com-
press sequence variations by capturing commonality in structural
elements across the data, thereby encoding structural informa-
tion into the representations.

Linear Projections. We begin by identifying information about
protein structure that is linearly encoded within the representa-
tions. The use of linear projections ensures that the information
originates in the Transformer representations, enabling a direct
inspection of the structural content of representations. By com-
paring representations of the Transformer before and after pre-
training, we can identify the information that emerges as a result
of the unsupervised learning.
We perform a fivefold cross validation experiment to study

generalization of structural information at the family, super-
family, and fold level. For each of the three levels, we construct a
dataset of 15,297 protein structures using the SCOPe database.
We partition the structures into five parts, splitting by family,
superfamily, and fold accordingly. Fivefold cross validation is
performed independently for each of the levels of structural
holdout.
To detect information about secondary structure, we fit a lo-

gistic regression to the hidden representations using the eight-class
secondary structure labels. To detect information about tertiary
structure, we fit two separate linear projections to the hidden
representations of pairs of positions in the sequence, taking their
dot product to regress a binary variable indicating whether the
positions are in contact in the protein’s three-dimensional struc-
ture. The neural representations are compared to 1) projections of
the sequence profile and 2) unsupervised contacts predicted by the
CCMpred implementation (51) of direct coupling analysis. MSAs
for the baselines are generated from the UniClust30 (52) database
using three iterations of search by HHblits. For secondary struc-
ture, we report eight-class accuracies. For contact precision, we
report top-L long-range precision, that is, the precision of the L
(length of the protein) highest ranked predictions for contacts with
sequence separation of at least 24 residues.
Table 3 shows results of the cross validation experiments. Prior

to pretraining, minimal information about secondary struc-
ture and contacts can be detected. After pretraining, projections

Table 2. Remote homology detection

Pretraining

Hit-10 AUC

Fold SF Fold SF

HHblits* 0.584 0.965 0.831 0.951
LSTM (S) UR50/S 0.558 0.760 0.801 0.863
LSTM (L) UR50/S 0.574 0.813 0.805 0.880
Transformer-6 UR50/S 0.653 0.878 0.768 0.901
Transformer-12 UR50/S 0.639 0.915 0.778 0.942
Transformer-34 (None) 0.481 0.527 0.755 0.807
Transformer-34 UR100 0.599 0.841 0.753 0.876
Transformer-34 UR50/D 0.617 0.932 0.822 0.932
Transformer-34 UR50/S 0.639 0.931 0.825 0.933
ESM-1b UR50/S 0.532 0.913 0.770 0.880

Structural homology at the fold and superfamily (SF) level is encoded in
the metric structure of the representation space. Results for unsupervised
classifier based on distance between vector sequence embeddings. Hit-10 re-
ports the probability that a remote homolog is included in the 10 nearest
neighbors of the query sequence. AUC is reported for classification by distance
from the query in representation space. Transformer models have higher per-
formance than LSTMs and similar performance to HMMs at the fold level.
*HHblits (15) is a state-of-the-art HMM-based method for remote homology
detection, using three iterations of sequence search.

A B C

Fig. 3. Final representations from trained models implicitly align sequences. Cosine similarity distributions are depicted for the final representations of
residues from sequences within Pfam family PF01010. The differences between the aligned (dark blue) and unaligned (light blue) distributions imply that the
trained Transformer representations are a powerful discriminator between aligned and unaligned positions in the sequences. In contrast, representations
prior to training do not separate the aligned (dark red) and unaligned positions (light red). (A) Overall distribution; distribution under constraint that residue
pairs have (B) same amino acid identity; or (C) different amino acid identities. AUCs across 128 Pfam families are reported in SI Appendix, Table S1.
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recover information about secondary structure and long-range
contacts that generalizes across families, superfamilies, and folds.
Secondary structure prediction eight-class accuracy distributions
(SI Appendix, Fig. S2) and long-range contact prediction top-L
precision distributions (SI Appendix, Fig. S3) demonstrate that
pretraining produces an increase in structural information across
the entire distribution of test domains. Table 3 shows that pro-
jections of the Transformer representations recover more structure
than projections of the sequence profile. For long-range contacts,
projections of the best Transformer models have higher precision
than contacts predicted by CCMpred across all levels of structural
generalization. As the level of structural split becomes more re-
mote, there is little degradation for secondary structure, with
performance at the family level similar to the fold level. For long-
range contacts, while generalization is reduced at the fold level in
comparison to the family level, the best models still capture more
structure than the unsupervised baseline. Training with higher di-
versity sequences (UR50 datasets) improves learning of both sec-
ondary structure and long-range contacts, with a more pronounced
effect on long-range contacts.
Fig. 4 visualizes three-class secondary structure projections for

two domains belonging to held-out folds. Prior to pretraining,
projections produce an incoherent prediction of secondary struc-
ture. After pretraining, projections recover a coherent prediction
with most errors occurring at the boundaries of secondary struc-
ture regions. Fig. 5 compares a projected contact map to predic-
tions from CCMpred. Transformer projections recover complex
contact patterns, including long-range contacts. Further visuali-
zations of projected contacts for eight randomly selected test
proteins are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S7.

Deep Neural Network. We train deep neural networks to predict
secondary structure and contacts from the representations. We
choose state-of-the-art neural architectures for both tasks. These
downstream models are trained with a supervised loss to predict
either the secondary structure or contact map from the pretrained
representations. The architecture of the downstreammodel is kept
fixed across experiments with different representations and base-
lines to enable comparison.
To predict the secondary structure, we replace the linear layer

with a deep neural network using the model architecture intro-
duced by the NetSurf method (53). For tertiary structure, we
predict the binary contact map from the hidden representation
of the sequence. We use a dilated convolutional residual network

similar to recent state-of-the-art methods for tertiary structure
prediction (54–56).
Table 4 compares the representations for secondary structure

prediction. We evaluate models on the CB513 test set (57) and
the CASP13 domains (58). For comparison, we also reimplement
the NetSurf method. The models are trained on the NetSurf
training dataset, which applies a 25% sequence identity holdout

Table 3. Linear projections

Pretraining

SSP Contact

Model Family Superfamily Fold Family Superfamily Fold

HMM Profile — 47.9 ± 1.1 47.8 ± 1.3 48.0 ± 1.6 14.8 ± 0.6 14.5 ± 1.4 14.6 ± 1.6
CCMpred — — — — 32.7 ± 1.0 32.5 ± 2.3 32.6 ± 0.4
Transformer-6 UR50/S 62.4 ± 0.7 61.8 ± 0.7 61.8 ± 1.0 24.4 ± 2.2 19.4 ± 3.1 18.6 ± 0.5
Transformer-12 UR50/S 65.5 ± 0.7 65.0 ± 1.0 65.2 ± 1.0 32.8 ± 2.9 25.8 ± 3.7 25.2 ± 0.9
Transformer-34 (None) 41.5 ± 0.9 41.3 ± 0.8 41.3 ± 1.3 8.7 ± 0.3 8.4 ± 0.7 8.4 ± 0.3
Transformer-34 UR100 65.4 ± 0.7 64.9 ± 0.9 64.9 ± 0.9 28.3 ± 2.5 22.5 ± 3.3 22.0 ± 0.8
Transformer-34 UR50/S 69.4 ± 0.6 68.8 ± 0.9 68.9 ± 0.9 43.9 ± 2.8 36.4 ± 4.2 35.3 ± 1.7
Transformer-34 UR50/D 69.5 ± 0.6 68.9 ± 0.9 69.0 ± 0.9 43.9 ± 2.8 37.1 ± 4.6 36.3 ± 2.0
ESM-1b UR50/S 71.1 ± 0.5 70.5 ± 0.9 70.6 ± 0.9 49.2 ± 2.5 43.5 ± 4.8 42.8 ± 2.3

Fivefold cross validation experiment for generalization at the family, superfamily, and fold level. Eight-class
accuracy (secondary structure), top-L long-range precision (contacts), and mean and SD across test sets for the
five partitions. Minimal information about structure is present in representations prior to training. Information
about secondary and tertiary structure emerges in representations as a result of unsupervised learning on
sequences with the language modeling objective. Increasing diversity of sequences improves learning of struc-
ture (higher diversity UR50 datasets improve over UR100). Learned representations enable linear projections to
generalize to held-out folds, outperforming projections of the sequence profile and contacts identified by the
CCMpred (51) implementation of direct coupling analysis.

A

B

Fig. 4. Secondary structure (linear projections). Example predictions for
held-out folds. Unsupervised pretraining encodes secondary structure into
representations. Following pretraining, linear projections recover secondary
structure (left column). Without pretraining, little information is recovered
(right column). (A) d1nt4a_ Phosphoglycerate mutase-like fold; (B) d3wr7a_
Acyl-CoA N-acyltransferases fold. Colors indicate secondary structure class
identified by the projection: helix (red), strand (green), and coil (blue). Color
intensities indicate confidence. Representations from ESM-1b Transformer
are used.
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with CB513 and a temporal holdout with CASP13. The Trans-
former features are compared before and after unsupervised
pretraining to features from the LSTM baselines. They are also
compared to the HMM profiles used by NetSurf. The best Trans-
former features (71.6%) match the performance of the HMM
profiles (71.2%) and exceed the published performance of RaptorX
(70.6%) on the same benchmark (53), implying that protein lan-
guage models can produce features that are directly competitive
with sequence profiles for secondary structure prediction.
Table 5 shows the performance of the various representa-

tions for predicting top-L long-range contacts across a panel of
benchmarks using the RaptorX train set (59). For comparison,
we train the same architecture using features from RaptorX (54,
59). The Test (59) and CASP11 (60) test sets evaluate with se-
quence identity holdout at 25%, the CASP12 (61) test set im-
plements a temporal holdout with the structural training data,
and the CASP13 (58) experiment implements a full temporal
holdout of both the pretraining and training data. For contact
prediction, the best features from representation learning do not

achieve comparable performance to the state-of-the-art RaptorX
features (50.2 versus 59.4, respectively, on the RaptorX test set).
In the secondary structure benchmarks, Transformer repre-

sentations produce higher accuracy than the LSTM baselines
with comparable numbers of parameters. For contact prediction,
Transformer representations yield higher precision than LSTMs,
with even the smallest Transformer representations exceeding
LSTMs with more parameters. Diversity in the pretraining data
also has a strong effect, with the high-diversity datasets providing
significant improvements over the low-diversity dataset. Relative
performance of the representations is consistent across all four
of the contact benchmarks using different holdout methodology.

Relationship between Language Modeling and Structure Learning. To
investigate the relationship between the language modeling ob-
jective and information about structure in the model, linear
projections for secondary structure and contacts are fit using the
representations from Transformer models taken from check-
points across their pretraining trajectories. We use the Trans-
formers trained on UR50/S. We fit the projections and evaluate
with the train and test split implemented by the first partition of
the fold level structural holdout dataset. For each model, Fig. 6

Fig. 5. Residue–residue contacts (linear projections). (Left) Top-L predictions for fold level held-out example d1n3ya_, with vWA-like fold. True positives in
blue, false positives in red, superimposed on ground truth contact map in gray. ESM-1b Transformer projections below the diagonal, CCMpred predictions
above the diagonal. (Right) Precision distribution (top-L long-range) comparing ESM-1b projections with CCMpred across all domains in the five test partitions
with structural holdout at the fold level. Visualized domain marked by ×.

Table 4. Eight-class secondary structure prediction accuracy on
the CB513 and CASP13 test sets

PretrainingModel CB513 CASP13

HMM Profile 71.2 ± 0.1 72.3 ± 0.9
LSTM (S) UR50/S 60.4 ± 0.1 63.2 ± 0.6
LSTM (L) UR50/S 62.4 ± 0.2 64.1 ± 0.7
Transformer-6 UR50/S 62.0 ± 0.2 64.2 ± 1.2
Transformer-12 UR50/S 65.4 ± 0.1 67.2 ± 0.3
Transformer-34 (None) 56.8 ± 0.3 60.0 ± 0.5
Transformer-34 UR100 64.3 ± 0.2 66.5 ± 0.3
Transformer-34 UR50/S 69.1 ± 0.2 70.7 ± 0.8
Transformer-34 UR50/D 69.2 ± 0.1 70.9 ± 0.5
ESM-1B UR50/S 71.6 ± 0.1 72.5 ± 0.2

A fixed neural architecture is trained to predict the secondary structure
label from the language model representation of the input sequence. The
Transformer has higher performance than the comparable LSTM baselines.
Pretraining with the high-diversity UR50 datasets increases accuracy signifi-
cantly. Features from ESM-1b Transformer are competitive with HMM pro-
files for supervised secondary structure prediction. Mean and SD across five
random training seeds for the downstream model are shown.

Table 5. Top-L long-range contact precision

Pretraining

CASP

Model Test 11 12 13

LSTM (S) UR50/S 24.1 23.6 19.9 15.3
LSTM (L) UR50/S 27.8 26.4 24.0 16.4
Transformer-6 UR50/S 30.2 29.9 25.3 19.8
Transformer-12 UR50/S 37.7 33.6 27.8 20.7
Transformer-34 (None) 16.3 17.7 14.8 13.3
Transformer-34 UR100 32.7 28.9 24.3 19.1
Transformer-34 UR50/S 50.2 42.8 34.7 30.1
Transformer-34 UR50/D 50.0 43.0 33.6 28.0
ESM-1b UR50/S 56.9 47.4 42.7 35.9

A deep dilated convolutional residual network is trained to predict
contacts using the representations from the pretrained language model.
The pretrained Transformer representations outperform the LSTM repre-
sentations in all cases. Pretraining on the high-diversity UR50 datasets boosts
precision of representations over pretraining on UR100. High-capacity Trans-
formers (34 layer) outperform lower capacity models (6/12 layer).
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shows a linear relationship between the language modeling ob-
jective and information about structure, which is maintained
over the course of pretraining. The linear fit is close to ideal for
both secondary structure and contacts. A similar experiment is
also performed for secondary structure with a deep neural net-
work instead of linear projection by using the NetSurf training
sequences and CB513 test set. A linear relationship between
secondary structure accuracy and language modeling ECE is also
observed for the deep prediction head (SI Appendix, Fig. S4).
Thus, for a given model and pretraining dataset, language
modeling fidelity measured by ECE is a good proxy for the
structural content of the representations. Since performance on
the language modeling objective improves with model capacity,
this suggests further scale may improve results on structure
prediction tasks.

Single versus Multifamily Pretraining. We compare training across
evolutionary statistics to training on single protein families. We
pretrain separate 12-layer Transformer models on the Pfam
multiple sequence alignments of the three most common do-
mains in nature longer than 100 amino acids: the ATP-binding
domain of the ATP-binding cassette transporters, the protein
kinase domain, and the response regulator receiver domain. We
test the ability of models trained on one protein family to gen-
eralize secondary structure information within family and out of
family by evaluating on sequences with ground truth labels from
the family the model was trained on or from the alternate fam-
ilies. The models are evaluated using linear projections. In all
cases, the model trained on within-family sequences has higher
accuracy than models trained on out-of-family sequences (SI Ap-
pendix, Table S2), indicating poor generalization when training on
single MSA families. More significantly, the model trained across
the full UniParc sequence diversity has a higher accuracy than the
single-family model accuracies, even on the same-family evalua-
tion dataset. This suggests that the representations learned from
the full dataset are generalizing information about secondary
structure learned outside the sequence family.

Feature Combination
Features discovered by unsupervised protein language modeling
can be combined with state-of-the-art features to improve them
further. Current state-of-the-art methods use information derived

from MSAs. We combine this information with features from the
Transformer model.
We explore three approaches for incorporating information

from representation learning. For each input sequence x, 1) direct
uses the final hidden representation from the Transformer di-
rectly, 2) avg takes the average of the final hidden representation
at each position across the sequences from the MSA of x, and 3)
cov produces features for each pair of positions by using the
uncentered covariance across sequences from the MSA of x after
dimensionality reduction of the final hidden representations by
PCA. Note that direct and avg produce features for each position
in x, while cov produces features for each pair of positions.

Secondary Structure. Current state-of-the-art methods for sec-
ondary structure prediction have high accuracies for the eight-
class prediction problem. We investigate whether performance
can be improved by combining Transformer features with se-
quence profiles. Table 6 shows that combining the representations
with profiles further boosts accuracy, resulting in state-of-the-art
performance on secondary structure prediction.
We establish a baseline of performance by reimplementing the

Klausen et al. (53) method using the same features, resulting in
an accuracy of 71.2% (versus published performance of 72.1%)
on the CB513 test set. Then, we add the Transformer features
using the direct and avg combination methods; these achieve 0.9
and 2.5% absolute improvement in accuracy respectively. This
suggests that the Transformer features contain information not
present in the MSA-derived features.

Residue–Residue Contacts. Deep neural networks have enabled
recent breakthroughs in the prediction of protein contacts and
tertiary structure (54, 56). State-of-the-art neural networks for
tertiary structure and contact prediction use deep residual ar-
chitectures with two-dimensional convolutions over pairwise
feature maps to output a contact prediction or distance potential
for each pair of residues (54, 56, 59).
A variety of input features, training datasets, and supervision

signals are used in state-of-the-art methods. To make a con-
trolled comparison, we fix a standard architecture, training data-
set, multiple sequence alignments, and set of base input features
for all experiments, to which we add pretrained features from the
Transformer model. For the base features, we use the RaptorX
feature set, which includes position specific scoring matrix

Fig. 6. Relationship between the language modeling objective and structure learning. Eight-class secondary structure prediction accuracy (Left) and contact
prediction top-L long-range precision (Right) both as a function of pretraining ECE. Performance is evaluated on held-out folds. Linear projections are fit using
model checkpoints over the course of pretraining on UR50/S. The linear relationship for each model indicates that for a given model and pretraining dataset,
the language modeling ECE is a good proxy for the structural content of the representations. Improvement of the model’s ECE leads to an increase in in-
formation about structure. This establishes a link between the language modeling objective and unsupervised structure learning.
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(PSSM), three-state secondary structure prediction, one-hot em-
bedding of sequence, average product correction-corrected Potts
model couplings, mutual information, pairwise contact potential,
and predicted accessibility. RaptorX was the winning method for
contact prediction in the CASP12 and CASP13 competitions (54).
The training and evaluation sets are the same as used in the
previous section.
Table 7 indicates that addition of Transformer features from

the 34-layer model trained on UR50/S consistently produces an
improvement across the test sets. The table shows top-L long-range
precisions reporting mean and SD over five different model seeds.
Direct gives a modest improvement on some test sets. Avg improves
over direct, and cov provides further gains. For example, cov
produces an absolute improvement of 3.9% on the RaptorX test
set and a 1.8% improvement on the CASP13 test set evaluated
with temporal holdouts on both fine-tuning and pretraining data.
Additional results and metrics for contact prediction are reported
in SI Appendix, Table S3.

Prediction of Mutational Effects
The mutational fitness landscape provides deep insight into bi-
ology. Coupling next-generation sequencing with a mutagenesis
screen allows parallel readout of tens of thousands of variants of
a single protein (62). The detail and coverage of these experi-
ments provides a view into the mutational fitness landscape of
individual proteins, giving quantitative relationships between se-
quence and protein function. We adapt the Transformer protein
language model to predict the quantitative effect of mutations.
First, we investigate intraprotein variant effect prediction,

where a limited sampling of mutations is used to predict the effect
of unobserved mutations. This setting has utility in protein engi-
neering applications (63). We evaluate the representations on two
deep mutational scanning datasets used by recent state-of-the-art
methods for variant effect prediction, Envision (64) and Deep-
Sequence (26). Collectively, the data includes over 700,000 variant
effect measurements from over 100 large-scale experimental
mutagenesis datasets.
Fine-tuning the Transformer yields a mutational effect pre-

dictor that is comparable to the results of Envision. Envision (64)
relies on protein structural and evolutionary features to gener-
alize. We assess whether the Transformer can achieve similar
generalization results without direct access to structural features.
The same methodology for partitioning data for training and
evaluation is used as in Gray et al. (64) to allow a comparison of
the results. We use the 34-layer Transformer trained on UR50/S.
Fig. 7 shows the fine-tuned Transformer exceeds the performance
of Envision on 10 of the 12 proteins. For each protein, a fraction

p = 0.8 of the data are used for training, and the remaining data
are used for testing. We report mean and SDs for fivefold cross
validation in SI Appendix, Table S5. Results varying the fraction of
data that is used for training are reported in SI Appendix, Fig. S5.
We also evaluate using the same fivefold cross validation meth-

odology on the deep mutational scanning experiments assembled
for DeepSequence (26). The fine-tuned Transformer model out-
performs the fine-tuned LSTM baselines. While not directly
comparable, we also include the performance of the original
DeepSequence method, which is unsupervised and represents
state of the art for this dataset.

Generalization to a New Fitness Landscape. We analyze the Trans-
former’s ability to generalize to the fitness landscape of a new
protein. Following the protocol introduced in Envision, we use a
leave-one-out analysis: to evaluate performance on a given protein,
we train on data from the remaining n − 1 proteins and test on the
held-out protein. SI Appendix, Fig. S6 shows that the Transformer’s
predictions from raw sequences perform better than Envision on
five of the nine tasks.

Related Work
Contemporaneously with the preprint of this work, Rives et al.
(65), two related preprints Alley et al. (66) and Heinzinger et al.
(67) also proposed protein language modeling, albeit at a smaller
scale. These works, along with Rao et al. (68), were evaluated on
a variety of downstream tasks. Rives et al. (65) first proposed
protein language modeling with Transformers. Alley et al. (66)
and Heinzinger et al. (67) train LSTMs on UniRef50. Rao et al.
(68) trained a 12-layer Transformer model (38 M parameters) on
Pfam (48). The baselines in this paper are comparable to these
models. The large Transformer models trained in this paper are
considerably larger than in these related works.
We benchmark against related work in Table 8. Heinzinger

et al. (67), Alley et al. (66), and Rao et al. (68) evaluate models
on differing downstream tasks and test sets. We retrieve the
weights for the above models, evaluating them directly in our
codebase against the panel of test sets used in this paper for
remote homology, secondary structure prediction, and contact
prediction, with the same training data and model architectures.
This allows a direct comparison between the representations.
Table 8 shows that high-capacity Transformers have strong per-
formances for secondary structure and contact predictions signif-
icantly exceeding Alley et al. (66), Heinzinger et al. (67), and Rao
et al. (68). The small Transformer models trained as baselines also

Table 6. Feature combination (secondary structure prediction)

Features CB513 CASP13

RaptorX 70.6
NetSurf 72.1 74
(a) NetSurf (reimpl.) 71.2 ± 0.1 72.3 ± 0.9
(b) +direct 72.1 ± 0.1 72.2 ± 0.5
(c) +avg 73.7 ± 0.2 75.1 ± 0.4

Eight-class accuracy. The language model improves state-of-the-art fea-
tures for secondary structure prediction. Features from a reimplementation
of NetSurf (53) are combined with 34-layer Transformer (UR50/S) embed-
dings using a two-layer bidirectional LSTM architecture. (a) Performance of
NetSurf features alone. (b) Direct adds the Transformer representation of
the input sequence. (c) Avg adds the average of Transformer features for
each position in the MSA of the input sequence. Results exceed those for
state-of-the-art methods RaptorX (70.6%) and NetSurf (72.1%) on the CB513
test set and for NetSurf (74.0%) on the CASP13 evaluation set used here.
Mean and SD across five random training seeds for the downstream model
are shown.

Table 7. Feature combination (contact prediction)

Test CASP11 CASP12 CASP13

No. domains 500 105 55 34
(a) RaptorX 59.4 ± 0.2 53.8 ± 0.3 51.1 ± 0.2 43.4 ± 0.4
(b) +direct 61.7 ± 0.4 55.0 ± 0.1 51.5 ± 0.5 43.7 ± 0.4
(c) +avg 62.9 ± 0.4 56.6 ± 0.4 52.4 ± 0.5 44.8 ± 0.8
(d) +cov 63.3 ± 0.2 56.8 ± 0.2 53.0 ± 0.3 45.2 ± 0.5

Top-L long-range contact precision. The language model improves state-of-
the-art features for contact prediction. A deep ResNet with fixed architecture
is trained on each feature set to predict binary contacts. (a) Performance of
state-of-the-art RaptorX (54) features, including PSSM, predicted secondary
structure, predicted accessibility, pairwise average product correction-
corrected Potts model couplings and mutual information, and a pairwise con-
tact potential. (b) Adds Transformer representation of the input sequence to
the feature set. (c) Adds the average Transformer representation at each po-
sition of the MSA. (d) Adds the uncentered covariance over the MSA of a low-
dimensional projection of the Transformer features. Features are from the
34-layer Transformer pretrained on UR50/S. Mean and SD across five random
training seeds for the downstream model are shown.
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have higher performances than the methods with comparable
parameter numbers.
Protein sequence embeddings have been the subject of recent

investigation for protein engineering (69). Bepler and Berger
(70) pretrained LSTMs on protein sequences, adding supervision
from contacts to produce embeddings. Subsequent to our preprint,
related works have built on its exploration of protein sequence
modeling, exploring generative models (71, 72), internal repre-
sentations of Transformers (73), and applications of representation
learning and generative modeling such as classification (74, 75),
mutational effect prediction (80), and design of sequences (76–78).

Discussion
One of the goals for artificial intelligence in biology could be the
creation of controllable predictive and generative models that
can read and generate biology in its native language. Accordingly,

research will be necessary into methods that can learn intrinsic
biological properties directly from protein sequences, which can
be transferred to prediction and generation.
We investigated deep learning across evolution at the scale of

the largest protein sequence databases, training contextual lan-
guage models across 86 billion amino acids from 250 million
sequences. The space of representations learned from sequences
by high-capacity networks reflects biological structure at multiple
levels, including that of amino acids, proteins, and evolutionary
homology. Information about secondary and tertiary structure is
internalized and represented within the network. Knowledge of
intrinsic biological properties emerges without supervision—no
learning signal other than sequences is given during pretraining.
We find that networks that have been trained across evolutionary

data generalize: information can be extracted from representations by
linear projections, deep neural networks, or by adapting the model
using supervision. Fine-tuning produces results that match state of the
art on variant activity prediction. Predictions are made directly from
the sequence, using features that have been automatically learned
by the language model rather than selected by domain knowledge.
We find that pretraining discovers information that is not

present in current state-of-the-art features. The learned features
can be combined with features used by state-of-the-art structure
prediction methods to improve results. Empirically, we find that
features discovered by larger models perform better on down-
stream tasks. The Transformer outperforms LSTMs with similar
capacity across benchmarks. Increasing diversity of the training
data results in significant improvements to the representations.
While the protein language models we study are of compara-

ble scale to those used in the text domain, our experiments have
not yet reached the limit of scale. We observed that even the
highest capacity models we trained (with ∼650 to 700 M parame-
ters) under-fit the sequence datasets because of insufficient model
capacity. The relationship we find between language modeling
fidelity and the information about structure encoded into the
representations suggests that higher capacity models will yield
better representations. These findings imply potential for further

Fig. 7. Representation learning enables state-of-the-art supervised prediction of the quantitative effect of mutations. (Left) Envision dataset (65). (Right)
DeepSequence dataset (26). Transformer representations (34-layer, UR50/S) are compared to the LSTM bidirectional language model (large model, UR50/S).
The result of fivefold cross validation is reported for each protein. For each partition, supervised fine-tuning is performed on 80% of the mutational data for
the protein, and results are evaluated on the remaining 20%. Transformer representations outperform baseline LSTM representations on both datasets.
State-of-the-art methods are also shown for each dataset. Gray et al. (65) is a supervised method using structural, evolutionary, and biochemical features,
trained with the same protocol as used for the Transformer. Riesselman et al. (26) is an unsupervised method trained on the MSA of each protein. Mean and
SD across the five partitions for Transformer model and LSTM baseline.

Table 8. Comparison to related protein language models

PretrainingModel Params RH SSP Contact

UniRep* (66) 18 M 0.527 58.4 21.9
SeqVec* (67) 93 M 0.545 62.1 29.0
Tape* (68) 38 M 0.581 58.0 23.2
LSTM (S) UR50/S 28.4 M 0.558 60.4 24.1
LSTM (L) UR50/S 113.4 M 0.574 62.4 27.8
Transformer-6 UR50/S 42.6 M 0.653 62.0 30.2
Transformer-12 UR50/S 85.1 M 0.639 65.4 37.7
Transformer-34 UR100 669.2 M 0.599 64.3 32.7
Transformer-34 UR50/S 669.2 M 0.639 69.2 50.2
ESM-1b UR50/S 652.4 M 0.532 71.6 56.9

RH, remote homology at the fold level, using Hit-10 metric on SCOP. SSP,
secondary structure Q8 accuracy on CB513. Contact, Top-L long-range con-
tact precision on RaptorX test set from Wang et al. (59). Results for addi-
tional test sets are in SI Appendix, Table S6.
*The pretraining datasets for related work have differences from ours. See
Alley et al. (66), Heinzinger et al. (67), and Rao et al. (68) for details.
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model scale and data diversity, incorporating sequences from
metagenomics.
Combining high-capacity generative models with gene syn-

thesis and high throughput characterization can enable genera-
tive biology. The models we have trained can be used to generate
new sequences (79). If neural networks can transfer knowledge
learned from protein sequences to design functional proteins,
this could be coupled with predictive models to jointly generate
and optimize sequences for desired functions. The size of current
sequence data and its projected growth point toward the possi-
bility of a general purpose generative model that can condense
the totality of sequence statistics, internalizing and integrating
fundamental chemical and biological concepts including structure,

function, activity, localization, binding, and dynamics, to generate
new sequences that have not been seen before in nature but that
are biologically active.

Data Availability. Pretrained models and datasets are available at
https://github.com/facebookresearch/esm.
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